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Outline

• Particle flow detectors

• Test beam validation

• ECAL and HCAL technologies
– status and open issues
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Particle flow concept and 
detectors
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« In a typical jet :  
s  60 % of jet energy in charged hadrons
s  30 % in photons  (mainly from                  )                       
s  10 % in neutral hadrons (mainly      and        )

« Traditional calorimetric approach:
s  Measure all components of jet energy in ECAL/HCAL !
s  ~70 % of energy measured in HCAL: 
s  Intrinsically “poor” HCAL resolution limits jet energy resolution

« Particle Flow Calorimetry paradigm:
s  charged particles measured in tracker  (essentially perfectly)
s  Photons in ECAL:                                    
s  Neutral hadrons (ONLY) in HCAL
s  Only 10 % of jet energy from HCAL 

EJET = EECAL + EHCAL EJET = ETRACK + Eγ + En 

much improved resolution

n
π+

γ

Particle Flow Calorimetry

Mark Thomson



Particle Flow Reconstruction

Mark Thomson

Reconstruction of a Particle Flow Calorimeter:
« Avoid double counting of energy from same particle
« Separate energy deposits from different particles

If these hits are clustered together with
these, lose energy deposit from this neutral
hadron (now part of track particle) and ruin 
energy measurement for this jet.

Level of mistakes, “confusion”, determines jet energy resolution
        not the intrinsic calorimetric performance of ECAL/HCAL

e.g.

Three types of confusion: 
i) Photons ii) Neutral Hadrons iii) Fragments

Failure to resolve photon
Failure to resolve 
neutral hadron

Reconstruct fragment as
separate neutral hadron
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CMS jet pT response, resolution

• ATLAS: better single hadron resolution 
• ⇒ has to try harder to improve

• effort started

plus: angular resolution improved by factor 3
and much reduced flavour dependence
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Understand particle flow 
performance at LC

• Particle flow is always a gain
– even at high jet energies

• HCAL resolution does matter
– also for confusion term

• Leakage plays a role, too
– but less than in the calo alone

ARTICLE IN PRESS

neutral hadrons being lost within charged hadron showers. For all
jet energies considered, fragments from charged hadrons, which
tend to be relatively low in energy, do not contribute significantly
to the jet energy resolution.

The numbers in Table 5 can be used to obtain an semi-
empirical parameterisation of the jet energy resolution:
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where E is the jet energy in GeV. The four terms in the expression,
respectively, represent: the intrinsic calorimetric resolution;
imperfect tracking; leakage and confusion. This functional form
is shown in Fig. 10. It is worth noting that the predicted jet energy
resolutions for 375 and 500GeV jets are in good agreement with
those found for MC events (see Table 3); these data were not used
in the determination of the parameterisation of the jet energy
resolution.

For a significant range of the jet energies relevant for the ILC,
high granularity PFlow results in a jet energy resolution which is
roughly a factor two better than the best achieved at LEP
(sE=E! 6:8% at

!!
s

p
!MZ). The ILC jet energy goal of sE=Eo3:8%

is reached in the jet energy range 40–420GeV.
Fig. 10 also shows a parameterisation of the jet energy

resolution #rms90$ obtained from a simple sum of the total

calorimetric energy deposited in the ILD detector concept. The
degradation in energy resolution for high energy jets is due to
non-containment of hadronic showers. It is worth noting that
even for the highest energies jets considered, PFlow reconstruc-
tion significantly improves the resolution compared to the purely
calorimetric approach. The performance of PFlow calorimetry also
is compared to 50%=

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
E#GeV$

p
" 3:0% which is intended to give an

indication of the resolution which might be achieved using a
traditional calorimetric approach. This parameterisation effec-
tively assumes an infinitely deep HCAL as it does not correctly
account for the effect of leakage (which is why it deviates
significantly from the ILD Calorimetric only curve at high
energies).

8. Dependence on hadron shower modelling

The results of the above studies rely on the accuracy of the MC
simulation in describing EM and hadronic showers. The Geant4
MC provides a good description of EM showers as has been
demonstrated in a series of test-beam experiments [27] using a
Silicon–Tungsten ECAL of the type assumed for the ILD detector

Table 5
The PFlow jet energy resolution obtained with PandoraPFA broken down into contributions from: intrinsic calorimeter resolution, imperfect tracking, leakage and
confusion.

Contribution Jet Energy Resolution rms90#Ej$=Ej

Ej ! 45GeV Ej ! 100GeV Ej ! 180GeV Ej ! 250GeV

Total (%) 3.7 2.9 3.0 3.1
Resolution (%) 3.0 2.0 1.6 1.3
Tracking (%) 1.2 0.7 0.8 0.8
Leakage (%) 0.1 0.5 0.8 1.0
Other (%) 0.6 0.5 0.9 1.0
Confusion (%) 1.7 1.8 2.1 2.3
(i) Confusion (photons) (%) 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.3
(ii) Confusion (neutral hadrons) (%) 0.9 1.3 1.7 1.8
(iii) Confusion (charged hadrons) (%) 1.2 0.7 0.5 0.2

The different confusion terms correspond to: (i) hits from photons which are lost in charged hadrons; (ii) hits from neutral hadrons that are lost in charged hadron clusters;
and (iii) hits from charged hadrons that are reconstructed as a neutral hadron cluster.
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Fig. 9. The contributions to the PFlow jet energy resolution obtained with
PandoraPFA as a function of energy. The total is (approximately) the quadrature
sum of the components.
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Fig. 10. The empirical functional form of the jet energy resolution obtained from
PFlow calorimetry (PandoraPFA and the ILD concept). The estimated contribution
from the confusion term only is shown (dotted). The dot-dashed curve shows a
parameterisation of the jet energy resolution obtained from the total calorimetric
energy deposition in the ILD detector. In addition, the dashed curve,
50%=
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p
" 3:0%, is shown to give an indication of the resolution achievable

using a traditional calorimetric approach.

M.A. Thomson / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 611 (2009) 25–4034
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Fig. 9. The contributions to the PFlow jet energy resolution obtained with
PandoraPFA as a function of energy. The total is (approximately) the quadrature
sum of the components.
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jet energies considered, fragments from charged hadrons, which
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where E is the jet energy in GeV. The four terms in the expression,
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is shown in Fig. 10. It is worth noting that the predicted jet energy
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those found for MC events (see Table 3); these data were not used
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resolution.
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Fig. 9. The contributions to the PFlow jet energy resolution obtained with
PandoraPFA as a function of energy. The total is (approximately) the quadrature
sum of the components.
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where E is the jet energy in GeV. The four terms in the expression,
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Resolution Tracking Leakage Confusion
Total Resolution 3.1 %
Confusion 2.3 %
   i) Photons 1.3 %
  ii) Neutral hadrons 1.8 %
 iii) Charged hadrons 0.2 %
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neutral hadrons being lost within charged hadron showers. For all
jet energies considered, fragments from charged hadrons, which
tend to be relatively low in energy, do not contribute significantly
to the jet energy resolution.
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where E is the jet energy in GeV. The four terms in the expression,
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sum of the components.
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where E is the jet energy in GeV. The four terms in the expression,
respectively, represent: the intrinsic calorimetric resolution;
imperfect tracking; leakage and confusion. This functional form
is shown in Fig. 10. It is worth noting that the predicted jet energy
resolutions for 375 and 500GeV jets are in good agreement with
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Silicon–Tungsten ECAL of the type assumed for the ILD detector

Table 5
The PFlow jet energy resolution obtained with PandoraPFA broken down into contributions from: intrinsic calorimeter resolution, imperfect tracking, leakage and
confusion.

Contribution Jet Energy Resolution rms90#Ej$=Ej

Ej ! 45GeV Ej ! 100GeV Ej ! 180GeV Ej ! 250GeV

Total (%) 3.7 2.9 3.0 3.1
Resolution (%) 3.0 2.0 1.6 1.3
Tracking (%) 1.2 0.7 0.8 0.8
Leakage (%) 0.1 0.5 0.8 1.0
Other (%) 0.6 0.5 0.9 1.0
Confusion (%) 1.7 1.8 2.1 2.3

(i) Confusion (photons) (%) 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.3
(ii) Confusion (neutral hadrons) (%) 0.9 1.3 1.7 1.8
(iii) Confusion (charged hadrons) (%) 1.2 0.7 0.5 0.2

The different confusion terms correspond to: (i) hits from photons which are lost in charged hadrons; (ii) hits from neutral hadrons that are lost in charged hadron clusters;
and (iii) hits from charged hadrons that are reconstructed as a neutral hadron cluster.
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Other
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Fig. 9. The contributions to the PFlow jet energy resolution obtained with
PandoraPFA as a function of energy. The total is (approximately) the quadrature
sum of the components.
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Fig. 10. The empirical functional form of the jet energy resolution obtained from
PFlow calorimetry (PandoraPFA and the ILD concept). The estimated contribution
from the confusion term only is shown (dotted). The dot-dashed curve shows a
parameterisation of the jet energy resolution obtained from the total calorimetric
energy deposition in the ILD detector. In addition, the dashed curve,
50%=

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
E#GeV$

p
" 3:0%, is shown to give an indication of the resolution achievable

using a traditional calorimetric approach.

M.A. Thomson / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 611 (2009) 25–4034

Resolution Tracking Leakage Confusion
Total Resolution 3.1 %
Confusion 2.3 %
   i) Photons 1.3 %
  ii) Neutral hadrons 1.8 %
 iii) Charged hadrons 0.2 %

7

calorimetry$and$PFA$

Lucie$Linssen,$PHEESE$seminar,$March$6th$2012$ 23$

technology$
ECAL:$
Si$or$Scint.$(acOve)$+$Tungsten$(absorber)$
cell$sizes$13$mm2$or$25$mm2$$
30$layers$in$depth$
$

HCAL:$
Several$technology$opOons$
Tungsten$(barrel),$steel$(endcap)$
cell$sizes$9$cm2$(analog)$or$1$cm2$(digital)$$
60E75$layers$in$depth$
Total$depth$7.5$Λi$

jet$energy$resoluOon$

M.Thomson, Nucl.Instrum.Meth. A611 (2009) 25-40
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PFA Performance

• Particle Flow reconstruction inherently non-Gaussian, so resolution presented in terms of rms90 
• Defined as “rms in smallest region containing 90% of events”
• Introduced to reduce sensitivity to tails in a well defined manner

• For a true Gaussian distribution, rms90 = 0.79σ
• However, this  can be highly misleading:

• Distributions almost always have tails
• Gaussian usually means fit to some region
• G(rms90) larger than central peak from PFA

•  MC studies to determine equivalent statistical
 power indicate that:

• Now use rms90 as a sensible convention, but does
not mean PFA produces particularly large tails.
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Particle flow detectors

• large radius, large field, fine 3D calorimeter granularity, compact
– Typ 1X0 long, transv: 0.5cm ECAL, 1cm gas HCAL, 3cm scint.

• optimized in full simulations and particle flow reconstruction 

9
4/23/2012 KILC12 SiD Progress Towards DBD 4 

The Silicon 
Detector 
Concept 

SiD:all-Si tracker, B=5T, PFLOW caloILD: large TPC, B=3.5T, PFLOW calo

CLIC: 
tungsten 

barrel HCAL
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Calorimeter technology tree

• ILD, SiD
• ILC, CLIC

10

or semi-digital 
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Detector cost

• Time (and room) for re-optimisation
• using knowledge from prototyping
• calorimeter costs mostly driven by active area 

– rather than granularity

11

Chapter 12. SiD Costs

Table II-12.2
Summary of Costs per
Subsystem.

M&S M&S
Base Contingency Engineering Technical Admin

(M US-$) (M US-$) (MY) (MY) (MY)

Beamline Systems 3.7 1.4 4.0 10.0
VXD 2.8 2.0 8.0 13.2
Tracker 18.5 7.0 24.0 53.2
ECAL 104.8 47.1 13.0 288.0
HCAL 51.2 23.6 13.0 28.1
Muon System 8.3 3.0 5.0 22.1
Electronics 4.9 1.6 44.1 41.7
Magnet 115.7 39.7 28.3 11.8
Installation 4.1 1.1 4.5 46.0
Management 0.9 0.2 42.0 18.0 30.0

314.9 126.7 186.0 532.1 30.0

Structure using the SLAC program WBS. WBS facilitates the description of the costs as a hierarchical
breakdown with increasing levels of detail. Separate tables describe cost estimates for purchased
M&S and labour. These tables include contingencies for each item, and these contingencies are
propagated by WBS. The M&S costs are estimated in 2008 US-$ except for those items described in
Table II-12.1.

Labour is estimated in man-hours or man-years as convenient. The WBS had about 50 labour
types, but they are condensed to engineering, technical, and clerical for this estimate. The statement
of base M&S and labour in man-years by the three categories results in a cost which we believe is
comparable to that used by the ILC machine, and is referred to here as the ILC cost.

Contingency is estimated for each quantity to estimate the uncertainties in the costs of the
detector components. However, we do not use the ILC value system for these estimates. Items
which are commodities, such as detector iron, have had costs swinging wildly over the last few years.
While there is agreement on a set of important unit costs, those quantities also have ”error margins”.
SiD, ILD, and CLIC have worked together to reach agreed values for some unit costs as shown in
Table II-12.1.
Figure II-12.1
Subsystem M&S Costs
in million US-$, the
error bars show the
contingency per subsys-
tem.
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There are a substantial set of interfaces in the interaction region hall. For the purpose of this
estimate, the following has been assumed:

• The hall itself, with finished surfaces, lighting, and HVAC are provided by the machine.

• Utilities, including 480 VAC power, LCW, compressed air, and Internet connections are provided.

• An external He compressor system with piping to the hall is provided. The refrigeration and
associated piping is an SiD cost.

• All surface buildings, gantry cranes, and hall cranes are provided by the machine.
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7.3. ILD cost evaluation

Figure III-7.2
Summary plot of the
relative contribution
by the di�erent sub-
components to the
total cost of the ILD
detector.

7.3.6 Muon system

The muon system being made of scintillator read out with SiPM like the AHCAL, the costs have been
derived from there. It corresponds mostly to the procurements of materials without assembly and
tooling. The cost is dominated by the costs if the sensor system. In total 6.5 MILCU is estimated.

7.3.7 Cost summary

The total cost of the ILD detector is summarised in Table III-7.7. The distribution of the costs
Table III-7.7
Summary table of the
cost estimate of the
ILD detector. Depend-
ing on the options used
the cost range is be-
tween 336 Mio ILCU
and 421 Mio ILCU.

System Option Cost [MILCU] Mean Cost [MILCU]

Vertex 3.4
Silicon tracking inner 2.3 2.3
Silicon tracking outer 21.0 21.0
TPC 35.9 35.9
ECAL 116.9

SiECAL 157.7
ScECAL 74.0

HCAL 44.9
AHCAL 44.9
SDHCAL 44.8

FCAL 8.1 8.1
Muon 6.5 6.5
Coil, incl anciliaries 38.0 38.0
Yoke 95.0 95.0
Beamtube 0.5 0.5
Global DAQ 1.1 1.1
Integration 1.5 1.5
Global Transportation 12.0 12.0

Sum ILD 391.8

among the di�erent systems is shown in Figure III-7.2.
The cost driving items are the yoke, and the calorimeter system. The cost for the integration

is an estimate of the scenario described in section 5.1, and might vary significantly with di�erent
scenarios. It includes the extra cost for the large platform (see chapter 5.5.1) on which the detectors
moves, as well as the extra costs of the cryogenics needed to allow a cold move of the detector. The
o�ine computing represents a significant cost. Owing to the continued large advances in computing
technology, we have estimated this at 20% of the equivalent cost for a LHC detector.

A first estimate of the person-power needed has been done. For each calorimeter it is estimate to
be around 200 MY, for the coil, 500 MY. From this the total person-power needed is extrapolated to

Detectors: ILD Detailed Baseline Design ILC Technical Design Report: Volume 4, Part III 309

ILD

fraction
of 392

sum = 315
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Particle flow calorimeters:

• Particle Flow concept proven in detailed simulations: 
provides required resolution up to CLIC jet energies 

• Extremely fine calorimeter segmentation and good 
calorimetric performance 

• Demand novel read-out technologies and pose new 
system integration challenges

• CALICE: collaborative R&D and test beam effort to
– develop the technologies 
– establish the performance 
– validate the physics models  
– test the algorithms 
– demonstrate the scalability

12

recently joined: Tokyo U
discussing with: 
Weizmann, Aveiro, Coimbra

~350 people, 60 institutes



Test beam
experiments
2005-2012:

all ECAL and HCAL
technologies

13
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Test beam experiments

DESY 2005
SiECAL

CERN 2006-2007
add Scint HCAL

FNAL 2008-09
Si -> Sci ECAL

14
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+ Test beam experiments 

CERN 2012
2nd generation 

scint HCAL 

CERN 
2010-11
Tungesten
AHCAL
2012:
DHCAL 

FNAL2010-11:
 m3 Fe DHCAL 

15

CERN 2012:
 m3 SDHCAL

  

DESY 2012
2nd generation 

SiW ECAL



Test beam results

Establish 
calorimeter performance,

Validate 
Geant 4 simulations,

Test 
particle flow algorithm

16



EM shower  

11

6years

linearitydeviation from lin.
energy resolution
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ECAL performance
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π+

π0

e

W Si W Scint

Energy resolution  
Same Method as beam data analysis 

Simulation Prototype Volume 

18 

Center value 

12.9 ± 0.1(stat.) ± 0.4 (syst.)% 

1.2± 0.1(stat.)          (syst.)%    .
   .   

Beam data 

0.49 ± 0.1(stat.)           (syst.)%    .
   .   

13.20 ± 0.08 (stat.) ± 0.45 (syst.) 

Simulation result is in good agreement with Beam data result. 

We quadratically subtract beam momentum spread from measured width   

 


  


  

  

  


 

 

• data and sim agree 
for both 



Digital Hadron Calorimeter (DHCAL)!

2*

Concept(of(the(DHCAL(
*
• *Imaging*hadron*calorimeter*
op)mized*for*use*with*PFA***

• *1Cbit*(digital)*readout*

• *1*x*1*cm2*pads*read*out*individually*
(embedded*into*calorimeter!) **

• *Resis)ve*Plate*Chambers*(RPCs)*as*
ac)ve*elements,*between*steel/
tungsten*

  Each*layer**with*an*area*of*~*1*x*1**m2*is*read*
out*by*96*x*96*pads.*

  The*DHCAL*prototype*has*up*to*54*layers*
including*the*tail*catcher*(TCMT)*~*0.5M*
readout*channels*(world*record*in*calorimetry!)*

*

Description CERN SPS TB & Data Taking Particle Identification Energy Response Summary back-up

Binary vs Multi-threshold
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CALICE PRELIMINARY

• Raw resolution (untuned calorimeter) in
two modes Binary and Multi-threshold

• Raw performances ∆ no pattern
recognition

• Response to single pions
• electron and muon rejection
• leakage reduction

• Visible improvement of resolution for
E

beam

Ø 50 GeV (‡(E)/E Æ 10% at
80 GeV)

Yacine Haddad ( LLR ) First Results of the SDHCAL technological prototype 22 avril 2013 17 / 26
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HCAL performance

18

3x3cm2 
tile

SiPM

Fe scintillator - analogue 
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CALICE

Figure 4. Energy resolution versus beam energy without compensation and after local and global software
compensation. The curves show fits using Equation 2.2, with the black solid line showing the fit to the
uncorrected resolution, the red dotted line to the global software compensation and the blue dashed line to
the local software compensation. The stochastic term is (57.6± 0.4)%, (45.8± 0.3)% and (44.3± 0.3)%,
with constant terms of (1.6± 0.3)%, (1.6± 0.2)% and (1.8± 0.3)% for the uncorrected resolution, global
software compensation and local software compensation, respectively.

signal by a single energy-independent factor accounting for the non-measured energy depositions
in the passive absorber material.

The calorimeter response to hadron-induced showers is more complicated [14], since these
showers have contributions from two different components: an electromagnetic component, origi-
nating primarily from the production of p0s and hs and their subsequent decay into photon pairs;
and a purely hadronic component. The latter includes “invisible” components from the energy
loss due to the break-up of absorber nuclei, from low-energy particles absorbed in passive material
and from undetected neutrons, depending on the active material. This typically leads to a reduced
response of the calorimeter to energy in the hadronic component, and thus overall to a smaller
calorimeter response to hadrons compared to electromagnetic particles of the same energy. Since
the production of p0s and hs are statistical processes, the relative size of the two shower compo-
nents fluctuates from shower to shower, which, combined with the differences in visible signal for
electromagnetic and purely hadronic energy deposits, leads to a deterioration of the energy resolu-
tion. In addition, the average fraction of energy in the electromagnetic component depends on the
number of subsequent inelastic hadronic interactions and thus on the initial particle energy. The
electromagnetic fraction of hadronic showers increases with increasing particle energy [15], often
resulting in a non-linear response for non-compensating calorimeters.

– 8 –

σ/E = 45.1%/√E ⊕1.7% ⊕ 0.18/E

JINST	  7,	  P00917	  (2012)

software
compensation

Fe glass RPC - digital 

1cm2 pads

400 000 channels

CALICE prelim.

contained

Description CERN SPS TB & Data Taking Particle Identification Energy Response Summary back-up

Multi-threshold mode

• 2 additional thresholds © N
hit

on each threshold
• 2nd & 3rd threshold hits are fired in the heart of shower

∆ Additional information
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Fe glass RPC
semi-digital

2-bit
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Validation of Geant 4 models

• just a few 
examples

• altogether at 
5% or better

19
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Figure 14. Longitudinal energy profiles for 12 GeV π! data (shown as points), compared with simulations
using different physics lists. The mean energy in MIPs is plotted against the depth after the initial interaction,
in units of effective 1.4 mm tungsten layers. The total depth shown corresponds to " 20 X0 or 0.8 λint.. The
breakdown of the Monte Carlo into the energy deposited by different particle categories is also indicated.
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Figure 15. Longitudinal energy profiles for data (shown as points) compared with simulations using two
physics lists, QGSP_BERT and FTFP_BERT, at four typical energies. The breakdown of the Monte Carlo
into the energy deposited by different particle categories is also indicated.

giving the best description. In the tails, most models lie within "10% of data; LHEP is consistently
low, as is FTF_BIC at lower energies.

On balance, it appears that the FTFP_BERT physics list, while not perfect, gives the best
overall description of the longitudinal development of these showers. We emphasise, however, that
this remark refers only to the early part of the shower which is developed in the ECAL; we are not
sensitive to the later parts of the shower.
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SiW ECAL
longit. profile

Response and resolution

p/⇡ ratio from test beam data and simulations
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Fe Scint HCAL
radial profile, proton pion resp. ratio
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The W-AHCAL p+ energy resolution is compared to the other CALICE hadron calorimeters in389

Table 14. The Fe-AHCAL visible energy spectra are fitted with a Gaussian function in a ±2·RMS390

range around the mean value. For the DHCAL data, Gaussian fits of the full range were used.391

The obtained constant term in the W-AHCAL case, which is similar to the value measured in392

the simulation (for QGSP_BERT_HP, b = (10.3±0.1)%), may be higher than in the Fe-AHCAL393

case due to the fact that the analyzed energy range (from 3 to 10 GeV) is not large enough to impose394

reliable constraints on this term. This will be further investigated by the analysis of the high energy395

(10 GeV < p < 300 GeV) CERN 2011 data sample.396

As the calorimeter response for p+ and p� is similar, the comparisons with simulation will be397

presented only for p+.398

6.1 Calorimeter response399

To quantify the agreement between simulation and data, we present the ratio between the mean400

visible energy in simulation and data, see Figs. 31 and 32.401
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Figure 31: Mean p+ visible energy: ratio between
Bertini based simulations and data.
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Figure 32: Mean p+ visible energy: ratio between
QGSP_BIC_HP and data.

The agreement with QGSP_BERT_HP is very good (at the level of 1%). As FTFP_BERT_HP402

shares the same model up to 5 GeV, the agreement is equally good, but the situation gets worse403

when switching to the FRITIOF model. For both Bertini based physics lists, a decrease of the404

energy ratio is observed for 10 GeV. This corresponds to the transition to the LEP model for405

QGSP_BERT_HP. On the other side, QGSP_BIC_HP shows a strong variation with the avail-406

able energy. The differences between data and the simulation are at the 10% level. However, as407
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W Scint HCALresponse, timing

Frank&Simon&(fsimon@mpp.mpg.de)
Time%Structure%of%Hadronic%Showers
CHEF,&April&2013

Timing as a Function of Radius

• Late energy deposits are more important in the outer regions of a shower
• More pronounced effect in tungsten than in steel
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• In steel: Good description by all physics lists (on the level of a few 100 ps)

• In tungsten: Neutrons are of key importance - only QGSP_BERT_HP and 
QBBC provide a good prediction
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Shower fine structure

• Could have had the same global 
parameters with “clouds” or “trees”

• Powerful tool to check models
• Surprisingly good agreement 

already - for more recent models

Frank Simon (frank.simon@universe-cluster.de)Particle Showers in a Highly Granular HCAL
CALOR2010, Beijing, China

Digging Deeper: 3D Substructure - Particle Tracks

11

Beam
25 GeV "-

ECAL upstream

identified tracks

• Imaging capability of detector 

allows the identification of 

individual MIP-like tracks 

within hadronic showers
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(b) Average track multiplicity for all energies.

Figure 22: Data - Monte Carlo comparison: track multiplicity for different energies. The grey area
gives the size of the statistical error for LHEP.

5. Summary

A simple tracking algorithm has been developed that is capable of identifying tracks created by
minimum ionizing particles in hadronic showers. The algorithm relies on isolated hits and works
on a layer-by-layer basis. It intrinsically limits the angle of tracks reconstructed. The energy de-
position of inclined tracks is corrected. In a second step the intrinsic track properties track angle,
length, multiplicity and gap fraction are used as parameters in a comparison between testbeam
data and simulations created with various physics lists. For the given data the four physics lists
QGSP_BERT, QGSP_BERT_TRV, FTF_BIC and FTFP_BERT all give results that are close to-
gether and comparable to testbeam data, with a slight advantage in favor of the QGSP_BERT(_TRV)
lists. The energy distribution of hits on tracks found with this algorithm have also been successfully
used in calibration studies [3].
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Figure 4: Correlation between the number of identified track segments and the true number of
charged particles (excluding electrons and positrons) with a kinetic energy of greater than 500 MeV.
These results were obtained with the FTFP_BERT physics list for 10000 simulated events at an
energy of 25 GeV. The Pearson correlation coefficient of the distribution is 0.38.

(BERT) cascade [16] is used for energies below 9.9 GeV. In the intermediate region between207

those two models in the range from 9.5 GeV to 25 GeV the LEP model is used.208

FTFP_BERT Uses the Fritiof (FTF) model followed by a Reggeon cascade and the Precompound209

evaporation (P) model [17] for energies higher than 4 GeV. Below 5 GeV the Bertini cascade210

is used. This physics list uses the same cross section model as the QGSP_BERT list.211

QGS_BIC This list is identical to QGSP_BERT for energies above 12 GeV. However, for lower212

energies the Bertini cascade is replaced by a combination of the LEP model and the binary213

cascade (BIC) [18], with a transition between 1.2 GeV and 1.3 GeV.214

4. Results215

Since the tracking algorithm introduced in Section 2.1 uses only isolated hits, it finds MIP-like216

track segments which are well separated from regions of dense shower activities. Apart from the217

track of the incoming charged pion prior to its first inelastic interaction, these are mainly tracks of218

higher-energy secondary particles which travel an appreciable distance before interacting again. A219

comparison of the test beam results to simulations is thus most sensitive to the sparse outer and tail220

regions of hadronic showers.221

4.1 Track multiplicity222

The multiplicity of identified tracks per event is sensitive to the number of secondary isolated223

charged hadrons created in the hadronic shower. Figure 4 shows the correlation of identified track224

– 8 –
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PFLOW with test beam data

• The “double-track resolution” of an imaging calorimeter 
• Small occupancy: use of event mixing technique possible
• test resolution degradation if second particle comes closer
• Important: agreement data - simulation

21
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Particle Flow with test beam data

Test MC models with important particle flow analysis!

Method:

Take 2 pion events and 
map them to ILD 
geometry

Assume one is neutral

Vary distance between 
the 2 pions and test 
how well the energy 
of neutral hadron is 
reconstructed

30 GeV charged 
hadron

10 GeV 'neutral' 
hadron

~18 cm separation 
of shower

~7 cm separation 
of shower

6 CALORIMETRY
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Fig. 6.11: ECAL plus AHCAL combined resolution for pions. The upper curve represents the resolu-
tion obtained with a single weight factor for each of the calorimeters, while the lower reflects a simple
software compensation approach and uses weights for the hits that depend on the hit amplitude and on
the total measured shower energy.
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Figure 4. RMS (left) and RMS90 (right) deviations of the recovered energy of neutral 10 GeV hadrons
from its measured energy vs. the distance from charged 10 GeV (circles and continuous lines) and 30 GeV
(triangles and dashed lines) hadrons for beam data (black) and for Monte Carlo simulated data, for both
LHEP (red) and QGSP_BERT (green) physics lists.
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deviations from its real energy vs. the distance from charged 10 GeV (circles and continuous lines) and
30 GeV (triangles and dashed lines) hadrons for beam data (black) and for Monte Carlo simulated data, for
both LHEP (red) and QGSP_BERT (green) physics lists.

This results in a smaller probability of neutral hadron energy recovery for small neutral hadron
energy (see right plot in figure 6).

– 9 –

Fig. 6.12: Probability of separating hadron showers: The figure shows the degradation of neutral particle
resolution, expressed in terms of the probability to reconstruct the energy within 3 s of its calorimetric
resolution, as a function of transverse separation from a second shower induced by a charged hadron.

6.3.3.2 AHCAL Test Beam Results using Tungsten Absorbers
To test the energy resolution and timing performance of a tungsten-scintillator combination calorimeter,
and to validate the corresponding simulation model, a 30-layer (3.9 lI) AHCAL module was constructed
and exposed to beam at CERN in 2010. The scintillator tile and readout layers are the same as used by
CALICE for a number of earlier tests with steel absorber plates. Figure 6.13 shows the experimental
setup and an example of a pion candidate shower in the calorimeter stack.

High statistics event samples were recorded for electron, muon, pion, and proton beams with
energies from 1 to 10 GeV. Gain calibration was obtained from low intensity LED-pulser runs and the
results agree well with previous calibration from runs at Fermilab. MIP calibration was carried out using
a muon beam. Examples of calorimeter responses to muons and pions are shown in Figure 6.14.

Preliminary results indicate that the electromagnetic resolution is slightly worse than for steel,

124

10 GeV neutral +

Si W ECAL & Scint HCAL 

JINST 6 (2011) P07005

http://iopscience.iop.org/1748-0221/6/07/P07005
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What we learnt

• The novel ECAL and HCAL technologies work as expected
– Si W ECAL and Sci Fe AHCAL analysis nearly complete
– Analysis of the more recent tests has just begun, but all results so 

far are encouraging - still a huge potential
• The detector simulations are verified with electromagnetic data.
• The hadronic performance is as expected, including software 

compensation.
• The Geant 4 shower models reproduce the data with few % 

accuracy.
– Time structure is reproduced by HP simulations.

• Shower substructure can be resolved and is also reproduced by 
shower simulations.

• Particle flow algorithms are validated with test beam data.
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Things to improve

• Test beam experience revealed many details that require 
further R&D to improve

• Example SiPMs for ECAL and HCAL
– reduce temperature dependence
– increase dynamic range
– improve sample uniformity

• Other examples: Si sensor guard ring design, gas distribution 
• Test bench characterisation
• Real-time monitoring

• Scalablity and industrialisation
– technological prototypes

23
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Technological prototypes

• Test and demonstrate the scalability 
– in construction, quality assurance, commissioning, calibration

• Complete the integration tasks
– ASICs, data concentrators, power distribution and cooling

• Progress in industrialisation and cost 
– several 1000  m2 of 6-8-layer PCB

• Case for complete prototypes:
• Performance validation

– need to re-establish stable operation, perform calibration and 
time-dependent corrections, measure linearity and resolution 
and understand in terms of simulation

– auto-trigger and zero-suppresion represent new challenges
• New physics: 

– hadron shower timing, finer ECAL
–

24

all on this page: 
still to be done



Technologies for
High Granularity

Si W ECAL
Sci W ECAL 

not reported this time: 
MAPS DECAL
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SiW ECAL

• mostly French and Japanese effort
– LLR Palaiseau (F), LAL Orsay (F), Kyushu U (J), Tokyo U(J), ...

• Progresseing towards technological prototype

26

• Compact mechanical 
structure

• First beam tests 
with stacks 

• Open issues
• thin PPCBs
• long modules 
• power pulsing
• sensor design, 

cost, QC

April 2013 Calorimetry for the High Energy Frontier 17

2 e- (3 GeV, no tungsten) 3 e- (3 GeV, no tungsten)

1 cosmic + 1 e- (3 GeV, no tungsten)
1 e- (5 GeV)

 5 W plates  between layers 

Event display

R&D in progress… first test beams show promising results 
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Scintillator ECAL

• originally Japanese effort (Shinshu, Kyushu, Tokyo)
– electronics: LAL, DESY,...

• recently joined  (CLIC oriented study): CERN, Cambridge, ...
• Progressing towards integrated layer design

– based on scintillator HCAL apporach
– mechanics relying on SiW ECAL

•  Open issues:
– SiPMs (dyn. range)
– optical coupling
– calibration system
– data concentration
– module interfaces
– hybrid options
– ...

27
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The other side. 

M
PP
Cs

ScECAL technological prototype
- One layer one base board (EBU) prototype so far.
- Four SPIROC2b (ASIC) on an EBU control 144 MPPCs.

Technology is the same as AHCAL HBU
Density of channels on an EBU is x 4.
←Thank you for AHCAL grp.(Mathias)

MPPC 
ladder
3

The other side. 

M
PP
Cs

ScECAL technological prototype
- One layer one base board (EBU) prototype so far.
- Four SPIROC2b (ASIC) on an EBU control 144 MPPCs.

Technology is the same as AHCAL HBU
Density of channels on an EBU is x 4.
←Thank you for AHCAL grp.(Mathias)

MPPC 
ladder

4

- 36 MPPCs/row on a polyimide ribbon.
- The polyimide ribbon is for only mechanical support.

- A reflector ribbon with 
holes as MPPC windows is 
put in front of MPPCs

- A polyimide sheet is put on 
the EBU for each MPPC 
radder.

MPPC-scintillator strip
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Technologies for
High Granularity

Sci analogue HCAL 
(Semi-) Digital HCAL 

RPC, GEM, Micromegas
Fe, W
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Scintillator HCAL

• DESY + German U, ITEP+, Prague, LAL, CERN, N.Illinois,...
• Prgressing towards a techological protoype

– addressing integration while still open on the SiPM tile frontier
– flexible electronics, synergies with Scint ECAL

29

• Open issues
• SiPMs
• optical coupling
• module interfaces
• cooling (ext.)
• mass production, QC

11/11

 

Summary and Outlook

Summary

Successful commissioning of 576 channel AHCAL layer prototype

Electron testbeam at DESY for full MIP calibration

Nice verification of commissioning

Very successful data taking at CERN

High statistics and excellent data quality for 180GeV Pions

TDC Calibration Testbeam in January

First tests for EM stack successful

Outlook

Analysis of CERN data is in full operation

Next setup: multi-layer prototype in DESY beam

EM showers in ILD absorber prototype

Most work focused on DAQ work for now

Katja Krüger  |  Integration concepts for highly granular scintillator based calorimeters   |  23 April 2013  |  Page 12/19

New tiles for direct coupling

> WLS fibre has two tasks:
 shift wavelength  to sensitive range of SiPM
 improve light yield uniformity within a tile

> new SiPMs are sensitive in blue-UV range
> optimised tile design allows good uniformity without WLS                         

(F. Simon, C. Soldner, NIM A 620 (2010) 196)

[p.e.][p.e.]

Uni HamburgITEP
> two different types:

 ITEP: injection moulding, 
easily producible in large 
quantities

 Uni Hamburg: machining
> both show good uniformity, 

Uni Hamburg type slightly 
better

Katja Krüger  |  Integration concepts for highly granular scintillator based calorimeters   |  23 April 2013  |  Page 3/19

Tile and SiPM

tile:
> 3*3*0.3 cm3 scintillator tiles with 

WLS fibres 

SiPM:
> pixelated Geiger-mode avalanche 

photodiodes
> insensitive to magnetic fields
> can detect single photons
> rather small and cheap

CPTA SiPM:
> 796 pixels
> gain 0.5-1.5 * 106

> come with some spread in 
amplification, bias voltages, … 
within a batch
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Gaseous HCAL options

• RPCs: US led effort, Argonne, 
FNAL, Iowa, CERN,...
– digital, completed m3 test

• RPCs: European effort, Lyon, 
Palaiseau, Madrid, Louvain, ..
– semi-digital, ~ completed m3 

test
• Micromegas: mostly Annecy,

– 4 large layers tested
• GEMs: mostly UTx Arlington

– modules tested
• ThGEMs: Weizmann, 

Portugal, starting
• + loosely associated groups 
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Description CERN SPS TB & Data Taking Particle Identification Energy Response Summary back-up

Multi-threshold mode : energy response

• N
i

= number of hits for Thr
i

• The total number of hit
N

hit

= N1 +N2 +N3
• The reconstructed energy

• E
reco

= –N1 + —N2 + “N3
• –,—,“ = f(Nhit)
• Parameterized as quadratic function of

N
hit

is chosen
• Same minimization as binary mode
• CB fit on the E

reco
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Description CERN SPS TB & Data Taking Particle Identification Energy Response Summary back-up

Charge threshold scan

• Threshold scan for e�ciency and
multiplicity.

• for each run, the value of the
threshold 1, 2 and 3 are changed
in the same time for di�erent
chamber (3 chambers each).
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Figure: Distribution of the multiplicity on function of position of
reconstructed on the pad.

• The colors corresponds to the scanned threshold.
• DAC vs Q is not linear at the end of 1st and 2nd threshold.
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current focus on analysis,
calibration, detector modeling 

13

Set-up: the SDHCAL with 46 RPCs and 4 Micromegas (layer 10, 20, 35, 50) at the CERN/SPS

Take advantage of the large fluctuations of the starting point of hadron showers

→ At each event, Micromegas chambers shift w.r.t. the shower start

Find the shower start using all SDHCAL chambers & measure Nhit in Micromegas chambers only

→ longitudinal profile of pion showers in a virtual 50 layers Micromegas SDHCAL!

Longitudinal profile of pions showers (low thr.)

Pion shower results: longitudinal profiles
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Set-up: the SDHCAL with 46 RPCs and 4 Micromegas (layer 10, 20, 35, 50) at the CERN/SPS

Take advantage of the large fluctuations of the starting point of hadron showers

→ At each event, Micromegas chambers shift w.r.t. the shower start

Find the shower start using all SDHCAL chambers & measure Nhit in Micromegas chambers only

→ longitudinal profile of pion showers in a virtual 50 layers Micromegas SDHCAL!

Longitudinal profile of pions showers (low thr.)

Pion shower results: longitudinal profiles
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Gaseous HCAL open issues

• RPC DHCAL, sDHCAL: 
– Large area (2m2) chambers
– High rate RPCs: control plate resistivity
– 1-glass RPC (rate, thickness, mult.)
– HV distribution
– Gas distribution

• Micromegas: 
– resistive detectors,reduce active 

components
– single mesh large size chambers

• GEMs, TGEMs:
– large areas
– optimise chambers
– integrate uM ASIC

31

THGEM / MICROROC 
• Based on work of many LAPP & Omega people
• Successful preliminary tests of several THGEM-based detectors 

coupled to the MICROROC chip 
• Standard, WELL, SRWELL 

• 100 x 100 mm2 THGEM electrodes were mounted inside LAPP’s 
320x480 mm2 chamber

21

Standard THGEM placed on a supporting device 
WELL & SRWELL attached to 
the MICROROC anode

Shikma Bressler, Weizmann Institute of Science                                                                                     CALICE collaboration meeting, March. 21st 2013

Thursday, March 21, 13
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Conclusion

• Calorimetry has changed - particle flow concept established 
experimentally

• CALICE now fully in second phase: make it realistic

• There are many open issues = room for your ideas

• New and old collaborators are welcome

• Our collaborative framework is still fruitful 
– ILD, SiD choices open, ILC CLIC, ECAL HCAL synergies

• P.S.: It might soon be time to re-visit the muon system

32
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LC jet energies

ZHH

• e+e- physics: exclusive final states 
• Q-Qbar events are boring
• Ejet = √s/ 2 is rare

• Mostly 4-, 6-fermion final states
• e.g.  e+e- è ttH è 8 -10 jets

• At ILC 500: Ejet = 50…150 GeV
– Mean pion energy ~10 GeV 

• At ILC 1 TeV: Ejet < ~ 300 GeV
• At CLIC (3 TeV) < ~ 600 GeV

• Mass resolution does matter

34
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Tile granularity

• Recent studies with PFLOW algorithm, full simulation and 
reco.

1x1 3x3 5x5 10x10 

M.Thomson (Cambridge)
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Tile granularity

• Recent studies with PFLOW algorithm, full simulation and 
reco.

1x1 3x3 5x5 10x10 

• Confirms earlier studies for test 
beam prototype

• 3x3 cm2 nearly optimal

50M 5M 2M 500k

M.Thomson (Cambridge)
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Scint AHCAL calibration and 
electromagnetic performance

• SiPM gain monitoring: self-calibrating
• Cell equalization: MIPs 
• Temperature correction:  ~4%/K
• Validation of calibration and simulation 

with electrons

36
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How to calibrate the AHCAL

Simple calibration procedure per cell:

MIP constants

Saturation behaviour

Gain (for saturation and temperature 
correction) and intercalibration

Global calibration to electromagnetic 
scale, e/pi ratio for hadronic scale

Required single cell precision for hadronic 
calorimeter is moderate, collective effects 
easy to control

 → Go beyond this to fully understand all 
 aspects of SiPM operation

 → Provide excellent performance for 
 electromagnetic showers

Signal[ADC]

MPV

Published	  in	  JINST	  6,	  P04003	  (2011)
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Figure 5: Distribution of the MIP relative slopes per W-AHCAL layer, before and after temperature correc-
tion. The average relative slope is -4.3%/K before the correction, and -0.2% after.

• The linear fit was performed with the new y-axis, and the relative slopes, expressed in per-98

cents of MIPs, were obtained.99

The distributions of the relative slopes before and after temperature correction are shown in100

Fig. 5. One can see that after temperature correction the response is equalized at the level of101

0.2%/K.102

4. Simulation103

This section describes the test beam geometry as implemented in the GEANT4 [14] based appli-104

cation called Mokka [15], and presents the simulation models that are going to be compared with105

data.106

4.1 Mokka implementation107

A schematic representation of the test beam detectors, as simulated with Mokka, is given in Fig. 6.108

z=0
WCh1

−18 mm
−33 mm

Sc1

−142 mm

WCh2

−411 mm
−426 mm

−659 mm
−674 mm

WCh3

−722 mm

Sc2
W−HCAL

308 mm

z

Figure 6: Schematic representation of the CERN 2010 test beam line as implemented in the Mokka model
TBCern2010 (not to scale), where Sc stands for scintillator and WCh for wire chamber.

109

It includes three wire chambers, of 110⇥ 110⇥ 56 mm3, each with two sections measuring110

the x and the y position. Based on information from the wire chambers, the track of the incoming111

– 6 –

%/K
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PFLOW under CLIC conditions

• Overlay γγ events from 60 BX (every 0.5 ns)
• take sub-detector specific integration times, multi-hit 

capability and time-stamping accuracy into account
• apply pt and timing cuts on cluster level (sub-ns accuracy)

37
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Summary of data taken

• Muon, LED and noise runs not included
• event size ~ 50kB -> 20 TB of physics data on the GRID

38

2012: 
W-DHCAL
Fe-SDHCAL 
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Shower simulation in Geant 4

• Low energy: cascade models
• High energy: partonic models

39

minimize use of 
phenomenological 
parameterization 

“production”

“legacy”

“systematics”

“experimental”

“linear combin.”



2

HV : 7.4 kV

The homogeneity of the detector and its readout electronics were studied 

Power-Pulsing mode was tested in a magnetic field of 3 Tesla

Beam spot position Efficiency Multiplicity

The Power-Pulsing mode was
 applied on a GRPC in a 3 Tesla
 field at H2-CERN 
(2ms every 10ms)
 No effect on the detector
 performance
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GEM Test Beam with KPiX: Efficiencies, Hit multiplicities
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Containment – use of Tail Catcher

5ECFA detector R&D Panel Analysis Results 

v Tail catcher gives us information 
about tails of hadronic showers.

v Use ECAL+HCAL+TCMT to emulate 
the effect of coil by omitting layers 
in software, assuming shower after 
coil can be sampled.  

v Significant improvement in 
resolution, especially at higher 
energies.

arxiv:1201.1653 (accepted by JIN
S
T)

2012_JINST_7_P04015

http://arxiv.org/abs/1201.1653
http://arxiv.org/abs/1201.1653


Common developments 

Front end electronics

not reported here: test beam infrastructure, 
DAQ, software and computing
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April 2012 CALICE FE Electronics 1

ILC Challenges for electronics

• Requirements for electronics
– Large dynamic range (15 bits)
– Auto-trigger on ½ MIP 
– On chip zero suppress
– Front-end embedded in detector
– 108 channels
– Ultra-low power : (25µW/ch)
– Compactness

• « Tracker electronics with calorimetric 
performance »

it’s gonna heat !
=>Power pulse



CALICE FE Electronics 2

ASICs for ILC prototypes

SPIROC2
Analog HCAL (AHCAL)
(SiPM)
36 ch. 32mm²
June 07, June 08, March 10

HARDROC2 and MICROROC
Digital HCAL (DHCAL)
(RPC, µmegas or GEMs)
64 ch. 16mm²
Sept 06, June 08, March 10

SKIROC2
ECAL
(Si PIN diode)
64 ch. 70mm²
March 10

q 1st  generation ASICs: FLC-PHY3 and 
FLC_SiPM (2003) for physics prototypes

q 2nd generation ASICs: ROC chips for 
technological prototypes
ü Address integration issues 
ü Auto-trigger, analog storage, 

internal digitization and token-ring 
readout 

ü Include power pulsing : <1 % duty 
cycle

ü Optimize commonalities within 
CALICE  (readout, DAQ…)

q 3rd generation ASICs (AIDA funded):
ü Independent channels to perform Zero 

suppress

April 2012


